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Background
Learning about the probability of threat is thought to be a fundamental ability of many mammal species,
including humans. While associative learning theory and, more recently, cognitive-computational
neuroscience have developed elaborate models of this process 1, 2, it is far from clear whether and how it
can be measured in humans 3-5, where typically autonomic nervous system (ANS) readouts are used 6.
First, it is unclear which learning quantities map onto the readouts. Secondly, it is unknown how neural
input into the ANS evolves over time.
The goal of this project is to clarify these two mappings for pupillometry, and possibly other data sources
(skin conductance, cardiac cycle, fear-potentiated startle). You will generate hypotheses from an existing
data set, and collect new data in a threat conditioning task.

What you can learn
-

Model-based analysis of biophysical signals with the Matlab-based software PsPM
(bachlab.org/pspm)
Reinforcement learning modelling skills
Background knowledge in associative learning theory, signal processing methods, threat
conditioning neuroscience
Experimental skills in human psychophysiology and learning research
Coding skills

Your profile
Your background is in neuroscience, psychology, biology, or related fields, and you have first experience
with data analyses (e.g. in Python, R, or MATLAB).

Supervision
Dr. Dominik R. Bach, MBBS PhD
Principal Research Fellow
Max-Planck UCL Centre for Computational Psychiatry and Ageing Research
Wellcome Centre for Human Neuroimaging
Queen Square UCL Institute of Neurology
10-12 Russell Square
London WC1B 5EH

Information and contact
d.bach@ucl.ac.uk
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